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Abstract. An approach, called SAT (Stages And Transformations),
is introduced to support the derivation of parallel distributed-memory
programs. During the design, a program is viewed as a single thread of
stages, with parallelism concentrated within stages; the target program
is of the SPMD format. The design process is based on the transformation rules of the Bird-Meertens formalism of higher-order functions over
lists. The approach is illustrated by three case studies which include:
a systematic method of constructing list homomorphisms, a scalable,
load-balanced implementation of divide-and-conquer based on a specialized topology and a formal derivation of a time and cost optimal parallel
algorithm for straightforward polynomial multiplication.
1 Introduction
The main problem with parallel and distributed systems today seems not to be how
to build them, but how to make them work eciently. The enormous diversity of
architectures, together with the speci c problems of parallelism, not encountered in
sequential computation, make the development of ecient parallel software dicult.
At low levels, the design process is already heavily automated and the actual challenge
is to expand the range of mechanical assistance to higher levels of the design process
by introducing abstract machine and programming models.
PRAM, the widely used parallel machine model, allows to describe and theoretically compare parallel algorithms, by abstracting away synchronization, data locality,
machine connectivity and communication capacity [1]. Though it is well understandable, it does not always re ects the real costs of parallelism. More practically oriented
models estimate performance by describing the architecture using a small set of characteristics and imposing some discipline on the processor behaviour; they include e.g.
the bulk synchronous parallelism in the BSP model [2], asynchronous activity in LogP
[3] and a number of scalable operations in WPRAM [4]. Higher-level abstraction mechanisms in parallel programming include skeletons that capture either general [5, 6] or
application-oriented [7] algorithmic forms, higher-order functions over structured data
in the Bird-Meertens formalism (BMF) [8] and shared abstract data types (SADT) [9].
This paper addresses the process of program design for distributed-memory MIMD
machines. We propose a design model, called SAT (Stages And Transformations), which
o ers an abstraction from the potentially very complex nature of parallelism. In SAT,
a parallel program under development is viewed as a single thread of stages; each stage
encapsulates parallelism of a possibly di erent structure. The development process is
based on the BMF calculus and consists of semantically sound transformations, from a
formal speci cation to an ecient parallel program.

We shall attempt to demonstrate in this paper, that the simple abstraction provided
by SAT makes parallel programs conceptually easy to understand and reason about.
We brie y report the results of three case studies of quite diverse nature: (1) a transformation of functions on lists to a homomorphic representation and thereby obtaining
their standard parallel implementations \for free", (2) a derivation of a scalable and
load-balanced divide-and-conquer implementation using a specialized processor topology and (3) a formal development of a time- and cost optimal parallel algorithm for
straightforward polynomial multiplication from its mathematical speci cation.
The structure of the paper is as follows: after an overview of the model, we present
our case studies. Then we summarize the experience gained in them and the open
questions posed. We conclude with a discussion of the prospects of the approach and
comparison to related work.

2 The SAT Model: An Overview
In this section, we describe the idea of stages and present a fragment of the BirdMeertens formalism which provides the second constituent of the model { the calculus
of transformations.
When developing programs for MIMD machines, we usually aim at a collection of
communicating processes, each working on its local memory. Using the terminology of
CSP or occam, such a structure can be viewed as \PAR of SEQ" (PARallel composition
of SEQuential processes). This view, we call it the target view, suits MIMD languages
and architectures well but is dicult for programming. Even if we restrict ourselves
to the feasible SPMD model, which requires identical code for each processor, the
behaviour of the parallel program as a whole may be very complex, mostly due to
communication asynchrony.
We propose to use, beside the target view, also an orthogonal kind of structure,
\SEQ of PAR", which we call the design view. The design view considers a parallel
program as a sequence of stages, where each stage encapsulates parallelism of a possibly
di erent kind. Under the design view, parallel pieces become smaller and the overall
control becomes sequential, i.e. both are easier to understand and to reason about.
In Figure 1, both the target view (a) and the design view (b) consisting of two stages
are illustrated for a three-processor program. Note that there are no communications
between di erent stages (this property is called communication closeness [10]).
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Figure 1: a) Target view and b) design view

The design view in the SAT model comprises two layers. At the top, inter-stage
layer, stages are sequentially composed and invoked. Parallelism is embodied at the

intra-stage layer: each stage is a parallel program, which can be a quite complex mixture
of computations and communications. The structure of parallelism and communication
may substantially change from stage to stage: in Figure 2, an example of a threestage program with two di erent communication patterns for stages h and f is shown.
Switching from one communication pattern to another often requires a redistribution
of data, which is then considered a distinct stage, g.
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Figure 2: An example of stages and layers

The SAT approach consists of, rst, specifying an algorithm in the design view in a
natural and obviously correct way and, second, transforming/optimizing the speci cation into the provably correct target view. The intra-stage layer in the speci cation is
usually implicitly parallel, i.e. a stage can be viewed as a higher-order skeleton [5]; in
the target view, we must express parallelism explicitly.
The feasibility of the approach relies on the following arguments:
 In the design view, an algorithm is speci ed as if the data were globally addressable and there is a single logical execution thread. It has been demonstrated in
both CSP [10] and data-parallel programming [11], that programming in such
\SEQ of PAR" view is much easier than attempting to directly deal with data on
many processors and with many di erent execution threads.
 Many practical parallel applications are naturally speci able as a sequence of
potentially parallel steps, where each step is a particular algorithm or a logically
closed part thereof [12].
 Optimal parallel algorithms have been developed and their performance characteristics were formally derived using a (sequential) composition of (implicitly
parallel) higher-order functions as an overall structure [8].
To use the presented model in the design process, we put it into a mathematically
founded environment where di erent designs can be transformed and compared.
As a formal framework, we use the Bird-Meertens formalism over lists; extensions
for arrays, trees, etc. also exist [8]. BMF introduces higher-order functions (functionals) over data structures; algorithms are speci ed as expressions of the formalism. The
functionals of BMF are the source of parallelism in the model: we use them to represent the stages of the program under development. Functional composition facilitates
a sequential control ow at the inter-stage level. Algebraic identities of functionals
are considered as transformation rules: using equational reasoning, a speci cation is
transformed into a form suitable for an ecient parallel implementation. The transformational style of BMF is an argument for the correctness of the design: there is no
need to construct a separate proof.

The BMF-notation used in our case studies is, informally, as follows:
[ ]
the type of lists whose elements are of type ( -lists);
[ ]
-lists of length k;
++
list concatenation;

backward functional composition;
map f map of an unary function f , i.e. map f [x1 ;    ; x ] = [fx1 ;    ; fx ];
red
reduce over a binary associative operation :  ! ;
red [x1 ;    ; x ] = x1 x2    x ;
< > Backus' FP construction: < f1;    ; f > x = [f1 x;    ; f x];
zip
applied to a pair of lists of equal length, yields the list of pairs:
zip ( [x1 ;    ; x ] ; [y1 ;    ; y ] ) = [ (x1 ; y1 );    ; (x ; y ) ];
zipl \long zip": combines elements of two lists with operation ; returning
a list as long as its longest argument, i.e.: zipl ( [ ]; x ) = x:
We enhance the original BMF a bit by allowing explicit parameters for a size of data.
In addition to the usual type of lists denoted by [ ], we consider a new type [ ] , where
n is the length of the list. The consequence is that the result type of a functional
may depend on the size of its argument, as exploited e.g. in the T-Ruby system [13].
Variable n is then used as a subscript, so we write, e.g. map .
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3 First Case Study: Homomorphisms
We begin with a case study of a comparatively simple program structure, which, however, is quite typical in the practice of parallel programming.
3.1 Homomorphisms: A Standard Implementation
A list function h is a homomorphism i there exists a binary operation  such that, for
all lists x and y and the list concatenation ++, holds:

h (x ++ y) = h (x)  h (y)
(1)
Intuitively this means that the value of h for a list depends in a particular way (using
combining operation ) on the values of h applied to the pieces of the list. The computations of h(x) and h(y) are independent and can be carried out in parallel. Equation
(1) can be viewed as expressing the well-known divide-and-conquer paradigm and thus
the property of a function being a homomorphism is often equal to the property of being well suitable for parallelization. Examples of homomorphisms are simple functions,
such as sum, which, for a list of numbers, yields the sum of all its elements, and also
more complicated and important functions, e.g. scan (pre x sums) [14].
The widely used in practice scan-function computes, for an associative operation
and a list, the list of \running totals", e.g.:
scan [a; b; c] = [a; (a b); (a b c)]
According to Bird's rst homomorphism theorem, every homomorphism can be uniquely
represented as follows:
h = red ()  map (f );

where f a = h [a], so we use the notation h = hom (f; ).
It can be proved that:
scan = hom ([:]; ); where u  v = u ++ (map (last (u) ) v)
(2)
An important property of h = hom (f; ) is the so-called promotion law:
h  red (++) = red ()  map (h)
(3)
which describes how h can be computed over a distributed input (list of lists). The
right-hand side of (3) is interpreted in the SAT model as consisting of two stages: the
parallel application of function h to all sublists, followed by the combination of the
results using reduction with . We call such a two-stage program the standard parallel
implementation of a given homomorphism; this implementation is immediately available
for every homomorphic function as soon as we know the combining operation .
To illustrate some aspects of the design process within the SAT model, let us outline
how the standard two-stage design view is transformed into an ecient target view:
 Each stage can be analyzed and transformed separately. For the map stage, we
can directly develop an imperative implementation in form of a simple SPMD program, where each processor computes h sequentially; there is no communication
between processors.
 Stages can be split into smaller stages: e.g., the reduce stage for the scan function
is usually transformed into a composition of so-called up-sweep and down-sweep
stages [15] or a shift stage is introduced [16].
 In order to get the optimal parallel time complexity, which in case of scan is
logarithmic, the reduce stage is designed so, that the output list is distributed over
processors. This property is formulated as the postcondition of the design, with
the concluding \ attening" stage left unimplemented. An algorithm producing
a monolithic result list would require at least linear time if communication costs
are accounted for.
 A particular imperative realization of the reduce stage of a homomorphism depends on the available programming platform: it may suce to use MPI-Reduce,
the global communication routine in the MPI standard, or it may be necessary to
use explicit, well-placed pairwise communications. The latter is more cumbersome
but can also be done systematically as demonstrated in [17].
 After both stages are transformed into an imperative form with explicit parallelism, we must transform their sequential composition into a monolithic SPMD
program. The semantics of functional composition prescribes a global synchronization between stages: all processors must nish the current stage before the
next stage can be started. Due to the communication closeness property of the
stages, we can safely compose them: the design view of the form (P 1jjP 2); (S 1jjS 2)
is semantically equivalent to the target view (P 1; S 1)jj(P 2; S 2) if stages P 1jjP 2
and S 1jjS 2 are communication closed [10]. This prevents unnecessary oversynchronization. Asynchronous behaviour of the SPMD target program may therefore lead to the situation where di erent processors execute di erent stages at the
same time.
The standard homomorphic implementation is not always optimal [8] but often
yields a scaled speed-up [18].

3.2 Constructing Homomorphisms
The challenge is often not only how to implement a homomorphic function eciently,
but also how to construct the homomorphism, i.e. for a given function h, how to nd
the corresponding factorizing function f and combining operation  of (3). This is
simple for functions like sum, but already for the scan function the construction of  in
the form (2) is not obvious; some published scan algorithms contain errors, as pointed
out in [15].
In [19], we prove a modi cation of the third homomorphism theorem [20]. This
modi cation provides a simple method of constructing homomorphisms based on two
well-known (and inherently sequential) representations of list functions: over cons- and
snoc-lists. We use the symbol : for cons, which attaches an element at the front of the
list, and : for snoc, which attaches the element at the list's end.
The method requires the user to provide both the cons and the snoc de nition of
the function in question. These de nitions of function h should be then transformed
into a matching format: h(a : x) = h([a])  h(x) and h(x : a) = h(x)  h([a]), with
the same associative . If the transformation succeeds, then  is the operator we are
looking for.
For the scan function, two sequential functional de nitions are obvious:
scan (a : x) = a : (map (a ) (scan x))
scan (x : a) = (scan x) : (last (scan x) a)
Using the following equalities as rewrite rules for arbitrary elements a; b and list y:
a = last [a]
[a] = scan [a]
a : y = [a] ++ y
y : a = y ++ [a]
[(b a)] = map (b ) [a]
the sequential de nitions are transformed into the matched representations:

[a] ++ (map (last
( [a] ) ) (scan x))
(scan x) ++ (map (last (scan x) ) [a])
which are obviously the instantiations of the expression u ++ (map (last (u) ) v) , where
u is substituted by [a] and v by (scan x) in the cons de nition and the other way
round in the snoc de nition. This yields the required associative operator  of (2).
The next problem is what to do if a function is not a homomorphism. An idea of
Cole [21] is to nd, for a non-homomorphic function h, a collection of auxiliary functions h1;    ; h , such that tuple [h; h1 ;    ; h ] is a homomorphism. The program for
computing h consists then of three stages: two stages implement the tuple homomorphism, the third stage applies a projection function, say fst, which obviously does not
change the overall performance of the algorithm.
The required auxiliary functions can be constructed systematically using the described method of matching cons and snoc representations. We derived cost-optimal
algorithms for the one-dimensional maximum segment sum problem and parsing of
input-driven languages [19] and thus proposed an answer to the problem posed by Cole
of nding auxiliary functions in a systematic way, rather than based on intuition.
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4 Second Case Study: N -graphs
The map stage of the standard homomorphic implementation assumes that the corresponding list is distributed between processors, which makes parallel computation
possible. If, however, the list is monolithic, an additional stage, usually called divide,
is necessary. Our next case study considers the traditional divide-and-conquer schema.
This schema can be speci ed in BMF using additionally the conditional and the
construction functionals from the Backus' FP:
f = p ! b ; E  (map f )  < '1 ; '2 >
(4)
Here, function f is de ned recursively: in the base case, when the condition p is satised, the base function b is computed; otherwise, two new arguments are computed by
functions '1 and '2 , function f is evaluated for them and the results are combined by
function E . A simple example of such a schema is the mergesort algorithm.
The typical communication pattern of divide-and-conquer is a complete binary tree.
Trees and other topologies can be viewed as index domains, with functions (communication operators) and predicates de ned on the nodes. A mapping from the index
domain into problem related values determines how the data are distributed between
the nodes (this is known as a data eld in the Crystal system [22] or as an abstraction
function used in [23, 17]). The program which implements the speci cation (4) can be
presented in the SAT model as consisting of three stages which we call divide, compute
and combine (see the top of Figure 4):
tree :program = tree :bottom :up (E )  (map f.leaves)  tree :top :down (< '1 ; '2 >)
At the compute stage, the map functional of BMF is used, but now it is de ned not
on the abstract type of lists but on the concrete type of complete binary trees of an
arbitrary but xed size. Function f.leaves is an implementation of f which e ectively
performs computations only in the leaf processors. The divide and combine stage consist
of either top-down or bottom-up traversal of the tree, with corresponding computations
on the way; in [17], these traversals are derived formally.
In practice, if the processor number is xed, the base case is not reached during
the divide process, and the leaf processors may have to perform comparatively coarsegrained computations. The idleness of the non-leaf processors in the complete binary
tree is therefore a serious source of ineciency. Alternative topologies with a better
load balance, like the binomial tree [18] or hypercube, have another drawback: the
growing number of links per node prevents scalability.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3: N -graph : (a) the base case, (b) the construction

We introduce a new virtual topology for divide-and-conquer, the N -graph [24], with
the intention to improve the load balance of the compute stage, preserving at the same
time the scalability. Figure 3 shows how this topology is constructed, starting with the
base case of 4 nodes. Compared to the complete binary tree of the same depth, the
N -graph has one extra node and some extra edges, but there are not more than 4 links
per node, so it is scalable.

In the SAT model, the compute stage, e ectively performed at the leaves of the tree,
is transformed into the following three stages:

map f.leaves = graph :down (E )  (map f.nodes)  graph :up (< '1; '2 >)
These stages work on the N -graph as follows (see Figure 4):
(a) graph.up: in the leaves, tasks are divided one more time, each leaf keeps one of
subtasks for itself and sends the other one to its partner along the solid arrows;
(b) map f.nodes: each node executes its subtask (computes f ) sequentially; nodes
which perform computations are shown shaded: the load is balanced now;
(c) graph.down: results of the computations are sent back.
divide

compute

tree.top.down

map f.leaves

graph.up

combine
tree.bottom.up

map f.nodes

graph.down

Figure 4: Transformation of the compute stage

The program under development consists now of ve stages. Further improvements
are made by merging two rst and two last stages: this transformation for the combine
stages is shown in Figure 5; nodes which are combining results are shaded. This transformation, expressed as: graph :down (E )  tree :bottom :up (E ) = graph :bottom :up (E ),
saves one communication of each leaf node with its father.
graph.down

tree.bottom.up

graph.bottom.up

Figure 5: Collecting and combining results: before and after optimization.

On the way to an imperative SPMD implementation, collective communications
in the stages can be expressed in the target view, using corresponding functions and
predicates of the index domain.
The processor program of the divide stage contains, e.g., local statements like:
if (non.root)
then RECV x (father);
end-if;
x1 = Fi1 (x); x2 = Fi2 (x);
if (non.leaf)
then (SEND x1 (left.son); SEND x2 (right.son));
end-if;

where Fi1, Fi2 are implementations of functions '1; '2 respectively; predicates and
functions non.root, father, etc. are de ned on the index domain of binary trees.
The communication closeness of the imperative implementation guarantees that the
stages can be safely composed. Note that the stages may work asynchronously in the
target program: during the bottom-up traversal, some leaves may become free and
proceed to the next stage of the program if any, whereas the root may still be busy
with the compute stage.
Experiments with the mergesort on a transputer network [24] show an almost twofold eciency improvement over the complete binary tree topology; this was to be
expected because twice as many processors are exploited at the compute stage.

5 Third Case Study: Polynomial Multiplication
In the previous case studies, the inter-stage structure is standard (two stages for homomorphisms or three stages for divide-and-conquer), and the problem is either to
instantiate the stages or to optimize them. Our nal case study demonstrates, how
stages arise in the development process, which starts from a mathematical speci cation
and targets at a parallel program. The example, straightforward polynomial multiplication, is popular in the systolic community where the polytope method is used [25].
Let A(z) and B (z) be two polynomials of degree n ? 1 , in Dijkstra's notation:

A(z) = h  k : 0  k  n ? 1 : a z i
B (z) = h  k : 0  k  n ? 1 : b z i
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Desired is the polynomial C (z) of degree 2(n ? 1) de ned by:

C (z) = h  k : 0  k  2(n ? 1) : c z i ; where:
k

k

h 8 k : 0  k  2(n ? 1) : c = h  i; j : 0  i; j  n ? 1 ^ i + j = k : a  b i i
k

i

j

We use to denote polynomial multiplication, i.e., C = A B . Polynomial coecients
are represented by lists, two-dimensional structures will be modeled by lists of lists.
The development process is a sequence of design decisions which are made based on
formal transformation, type analysis and performance evaluation.
The rst design decision concerns the granularity: for a problem of size n, the input
lists are partitioned in p parts; both n and p are parameters. Thus, granularity is

treated explicitly by parameters; for simplicity, we assume that p divides n, such that
n = p  k. This partitioning is realized by function distr : [ ] ! [[ ] ] .
We introduce (for brevity, informally) a new operation, shift , on lists of lists, which
moves elements of the inner lists to the right by inserting 0; k; 2k;    neutral elements
at the beginning of the rst, second, third,    inner lists correspondingly, e.g.:
np

n

k p

k

shift [ [a1 ;    ; a ]; [b1 ;    ; b ]; [c1 ;    ; c ] ] =
[ [a1 ;    ; a ]; [0| ; {z  ; 0}; b1;    ; b ]; [0| ; {z  ; 0}; c1;    ; c ] ]
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The properties of

when one of lists is partitioned can be formulated in BMF:

(a; b) = ( red (zipl +)  shift  map ( b)  distr ) a
(a; b) = ( red (zipl +)  shift  map (a )  distr ) b
p

k

p

np

p

k

p

np

(5)
(6)

Using these properties, the original expression (a; b) can be parallelized by transformation, see [26] for details. We use
to denote the parallel version of which
multiplies n-polynomials using the (n-p-k)-partition, and for a (sequential) multiplication of k-polynomials.
The transformed expression for
reads as follows:
n

pk

k

n
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= combine  compute  distribute
where
distribute = map (zip )  zip 
< copy  distr  fst ; map (copy )  distr  snd >
compute = map (map ( ))
combine = red (zipl +)  shift  map (red (zipl +)  shift )
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where fst and snd yield the rst and the second component of a pair, respectively.
We have obtained three stages. The second design decision xes the inter-stage layer
of our parallel design (see Figure 6).

distribute

compute

combine

Figure 6: Three stages of the program: intermediate version

Now we can analyze and optimize each stage separately.
The second stage, compute, is obviously the simplest with respect to parallelization.
The semantics of map tells immediately that we have p2 potentially parallel processes,
each multiplying two polynomials of length k.
Consequently, the next design decision is to use p2 processors to implement our
program. The processor number remains parameterized: we can choose p arbitrarily,

the only restriction being the assumption that p divides n, which can be recti ed easily.
For convenience, we consider a two-dimensional matrix of processors but do not make
any assumption about their interconnection yet.
The distribute stage can be split into two: rst, partitioning each of input lists in p
segments, placing the segments of a in the processors of the rst row and b in the rst
column, and second, broadcasting along the columns and along the rows of the processor
matrix. Both are examples of a data redistribution stage, without computation.
The partitioning stage can be implemented in one of two ways: (1) pipelining requires p steps, with time O(n=p) at each step; (2) using a tree structure we need log p
steps with the varying length of lists to be transmitted at each step: n=2; n=4;    ; n=p.
Both implementations have time complexity O(n). To achieve logarithmic time complexity, the design decision is made to separate this stage and leave it unimplemented.
The result of this stage, the input lists, partitioned and placed in the rst row and the
rst column of the processor matrix, is now required as the input of the program. This
requirement constitutes the precondition of the design in analogy to the introduction
of a postcondition in Section 3.1. Note that assumptions about distributed input and
output are common also in systolic algorithms which, however, achieve only linear time
complexity.
The logarithmic time for the broadcasting stage is provided by the design decision
to connect processors in the mesh of trees topology [27].
The combine stage is viewed as consisting of two stages: combine = comb2  comb1.
The rst performs reductions in parallel along the rows of the matrix and the second
reduces these partial results to the nal value. Both induce a linear time complexity
because of communications. In contrast to our previous practice, we transform their
composition as a whole into a composition of two new stages:
comb2  comb1 = combine2  combine1
where
combine1 = red (zipl (zipl +))  shift1
combine2 = red (zipl +)  shift
Stage combine1 can be implemented in logarithmic time by making the design decision
to enrich the processor topology: we arrive at the mesh of trees with diagonal trees,
which has been known to be useful for other applications [27]. Stage combine2 is split
further: its rst part requires constant time but leaves the result distributed; according
to the already described practice we formulate this as the postcondition of the design.
The design process described so far yields a target view implementation, which is
time-optimal (logarithmic) on n2 processors; thus the cost (time-processor product) is
worse than in the sequential case. Aiming at both time and cost optimality, we make
our nal design decision: both broadcasting in the distribute stage and gathering in the
combine stage are organized with pipelining.
The complexity estimate of the parallel target program is then as follows:
!
n

log
p
2
t = O p  m(n; p) + (n=p)
where m(n; p) = min fn=p; (log p +1)
value of p can be
 gpis the pipeline length. The
p
chosen between 1 and n. If p = n= log n , then m(n; p) = log p, which yields
t = O (log n).
k

We have the logarithmic time complexity which is achieved on p2 = (n2 = log n)
processors. Therefore, our parallel implementation of the straightforward polynomial
multiplication on (n2= log n) processors is both time and cost optimal.
The following cases are also of interest:
 p = 1: we get t = O(n2), so we have not worsened the sequential situation;
 p = n: t = O(log n) on n2 processors: time- but not cost optimal;




 p = n= log n: cost optimal with t = O log2 n on (n= log n)2 processors;
 p = pn: t = O(n) on n processors: cost optimal and equal to the performance of
the systolic solution [25].

6 SAT Design: A Summary
Our case studies demonstrate the potential of the SAT (Stages And Transformations)
approach for parallel program design. In this section, we brie y summarize the design
process and discuss some open questions.
 The designed program is viewed as a sequence of stages, with parallelism incorporated
within each stage. The number of stages in our case studies varies from two to six.
 Stages either are provided by a standard implementation of a class of algorithms,
like in case of homomorphisms, or arise as the result of transformations as in the polynomial multiplication example. They can also be speci ed by the designer as a natural
representation of an algorithm consisting of logically closed parts. All three case studies
demonstrate how stages can be split, composed and transformed in the design process.
 The inter-stage layer in the design view requires mechanisms of stage invocation
and sequential composition which are expressed in BMF by functional application and
composition. Although functional composition is a universal mechanism well suited for
transformations, its exclusive use for expressing sequential control ow may sometimes
lead to quite awkward expressions (many examples exist, e.g., in the Backus' FP). We
view this as a serious impediment for the practical use of a functional approach which
has to be addressed in the future.
 The development process proceeds completely in the design view: it is more suitable
for transformations and is easier to comprehend. Note that, even if we have developed
an explicit (imperative) implementation of a stage, the design view, i.e. the \SEQ of
PAR" structure, is maintained. At the nal step of development, all stages are simply
\glued" together to form a single SPMD program, without any additional global synchronization. The correctness of the result program due to the communication closeness
property has been discussed in Section 3.1.
 A stage program is initially an implicitly parallel expression over the functionals of
BMF whose order of evaluation is not speci ed. Explicit parallelism at the intra-stage
layer is obtained either as some standard skeleton implementation as in case of homomorphisms, or it is derived directly from the implicit representation together with the
corresponding virtual processor topology. Whereas the choice of a suitable topology is
a performance-driven decision, usually made by the designer (the N -graph or the mesh
of trees with diagonals are examples), the individual node program can be obtained by
transformation as in the N -graph example, which guarantees its correctness.

 Unimplemented stages : we can separate the rst and/or the last stage of a program

and develop an implementation of the remaining program. The input of the residual
program is then required to be provided by the environment; we call this requirement
the precondition of the design. Symmetrically, the output of the program becomes the
input of the unimplemented last stage; we call this property of the designed program
the postcondition. In our case studies, pre- and postconditions express assumptions
about initial and target data distributions.
 The processor number is assumed to be arbitrary but xed; it is usually an explicit
parameter of the design. Contrary to the approaches which specify the maximal parallelism and then rely on the run-time system in mapping it to the available processors,
our examples show that this can be done eciently at higher design levels.
 Granularity is controlled explicitly by parameterizing the design in both the problem size and the processor number. It has been reported repeatedly that this ability
is critical to high performance and portability. Our case studies exploit it for making
design decisions and predicting performance.
 Cost estimation is realized using granularity information in the BMF-expressions:
we can estimate both the left-hand and the right-hand side of a transformation rule
and thus have an understanding of possible (dis)advantages of applying the rule. In the
polynomial multiplication case study, we made estimations based on the approach of
[16], accounting for both computations and inter-processor communications depending
on the data size. Bridging models [2, 3], which take into account the latency and the
bandwidth of the communication network, could be also used.
 Portability is ensured in that the global communication mechanism is kept transparent to the designer, relieving her/him from explicitly designing communication schemes
of the algorithms. However, sometimes the explicit treatment of communication issues
leads to more ecient solutions, as the N -graph and the polynomial multiplication
case studies demonstrate. In the process of stage transformation we usually aim at a
uniform pattern of communication for each stage, which simpli es the analysis.
 Transformations make the design more secure by placing the design decisions on
a formal basis of BMF. Although some experience with transformations, useful for
parallelization, has been accumulated, a self-contained system of transformations and
strategies of their application remains an area of future research.

7 Conclusion and Related Work
The SAT approach aims ultimately at a structured methodology for developing correct
and ecient parallel programs. Stage abstraction prescribes a single-threaded overall
structure of the program under development, which simpli es its comprehensibility. It
allows also to develop and evaluate the performance of each stage in isolation, and yet
to compose the target program without any additional global synchronization. Design
decisions are made based on a type analysis and performance considerations, rather
than ad hoc. The correctness of the target program is substantiated by the semantical
soundness of transformations in the Bird-Meertens formalism. The endeavor for eciency is re ected in the careful estimation of each transformation step regarding its
in uence on the performance.
Our case studies account for the communication costs and yield either asymptotic
time and cost optimality or constant time improvements con rmed by machine tests.

Our approach extends the idea of communication closed layers in imperative programming [10, 11] by putting the stage abstraction into the transformational calculus
of BMF, which makes stages themselves and their interface an object of design and
ensures the design correctness.
Our work is inspired and heavily in uenced by the seminal research on applying
BMF to parallel computing [8]. The SAT model combines the BMF transformation
calculus with the practice of parallel program development by addressing the decision
making process and the problems of granularity, scalability, etc.
We see our approach as complementary to related work on skeletons [5, 6] and
their performance estimation [4, 7]. Stages or compositions thereof may be sometimes
immediately expressed by means of skeletons; this can also be a goal at the nal steps
of the design process, when some standard presentation of the found ecient solution
is desirable. As our case studies demonstrate, the particular design goals may require
to di erentiate smaller entities which are easier to analyze separately, as e.g. divide,
compute and combine stages instead of a monolithic divide-and-conquer skeleton.
The long-term aim of the SAT approach is to nd a suitable compromise between
abstraction and eciency, between formality and established practice in parallel programming, in order to arrive at programs which are more portable and reliable but
whose eciency is competitive with hand-written, target-speci c programs. Our case
studies can be viewed as a preliminary justi cation of the approach, but much work
still remains to be done both in the theory of a semantically sound transition from the
design to the target view and in the practice of performance estimation.
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